more target molecules than the probe molecules in the Data acquisition in conventional fluorescent-based microarcorresponding spots) limits the achievable dynamic range. rays takes place after the completion of a hybridization phase. During the hybridization phase, target analytes Acquiring larger amounts of useful data (e.g., observbind to their corresponding capturing probes on the array.
INTRODUCTION
fluorescent and reporter intensity measurements.
DNA microarrays have recently gained much attention Recently, we have developed a novel real-time mifrom both research community as well as biotech induscroarray (RT-,uArray) system, capable of evaluating the try. A DNA microarray [2] -[4] is an affinity-based biosenabundance of multiple targets in a sample by performing sor where the binding is based on hybridization, a chemreal-time detection of the target-probe binding events [1] . ical processes in which single DNA strands specifically This system samples fluorescent signals emanating from bind to each other creating structures in a lower energy the probes capturing quencher-labeled targets in the sostate. DNA microarrays are primarily used to measure lution and thus does not require any washing step. The gene expression levels, i.e., to quantify the process of RT-,uArray systems may employ various time averaging transcription of DNA data into messenger RNA moleschemes to suppress the Poisson noise and fluctuation of cules (mRNA). The information transcribed into mRNA the target bindings. Due to these advantages, the RTis further translated to proteins, the molecules that per-,uArrays achieve higher SNR, potentially significantly smaller form most of the functions in cells.
estimation error, and broader detection dynamic range comThe sensitivity, dynamic range, and resolution of curpared to the conventional microarrays. The paradigm shift rent DNA microarrays is limited by shot-noise, cross hyin data acquisition, from measuring a single steady-state bridization, saturation, probe density variations, as well data point in the conventional microarrays to obtaining as several other sources of noise and systematic errors full hybridization kinetics in the RT-,uArray systems, rein the detection procedure. The number of hybridized quires novel detection algorithms. These need to be premolecules varies due to the probabilistic nature of the hyceded by the development of probabilistic models of the bridization. It has been observed that these variations are hybridization process. There are relatively few attempts very similar to shot-noise at high expression levels, yet on modeling the kinetics of hybridization, and consecmore complex at low expression levels where the crossutive experimental verification of those models. Examhybridization becomes the dominating limiting factor of ples include the real-time study of hybridization with opthe signal strength [5] . Probe density variation further tical wave guides in [6] , and the study of the hybridizacontribute to the uncertainty of the measurements. Adtion process in a fluorescence-based system with a single ditionally, saturation (which occurs when there are many surface-bound probe and a single target in [7] .
MODELING HYBRIDIZATION PROCESS
Note that y = Q/(A1A2 (1) 
